SAP IS HIRING A (ASSOCIATE) DEVELOPER FOR SAP INTEGRATED BUSINESS PLANNING (IBP) 
JOB FOR PERMANENT UNDEFINED.

Date : 01/04/2017


Type of contract : Permanent
Localisation : Walldorf/St. Leon-Rot 69190, DE
Contract duration : Undefined
Years of experience: Bachelor's Degree

Company description:
SAP is the world leader in enterprise applications in terms of software and software-related service revenue. Based on market capitalization, we are the world's third largest independent software manufacturer. Browse company facts and information below.

Job description:
Requisition ID: 139063
Work Area: Software-Design and Development
Location: Walldorf/St. Leon-Rot
Expected Travel: 0 - 10%
Career Status: Graduate
Employment Type: Regular Full Time

COMPANY DESCRIPTION
SAP’s vision is to help the world run better and improve people's lives. As the cloud company powered by SAP HANA®, SAP is a market leader in enterprise application software, helping companies of all sizes and industries run better. SAP empowers people and organizations to work together more efficiently and use business insight more effectively. SAP applications and services enable our customers to operate profitably, adapt continuously, and grow sustainably.
At SAP, we believe in the power of collaboration and empower our employees to perform at their best in an environment that encourages free and open expression of ideas. You’ll work alongside creative thinkers who share your interests, while turning big ideas into reality for our customers. With innovative job training, mentors to help you grow, and the flexibility to balance your work and personal life, you’ll be able to get more out of your career. It’s no wonder that some of the sharpest minds from around the world are working for a company that is consistently recognized as a global top employer.
Now it’s your turn to take the next step and help make the world Run Simple.

PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES
SAP SCM solutions have achieved a leading market position and are used by more than 2,500 customers worldwide. We are aiming to innovate the SCM product portfolio through Integrated Business Planning and S/4HANA.
SAP Integrated Business Planning (SAP IBP) is a cloud solution that enables companies to react quickly to customer demands and expectations, and helps them handle changes and shortages in the supply chain by generating a short to mid-term supply plan, based on prioritized and categorized demand such as orders and forecasts.
Watch the video to learn more about SAP IBP - www.youtube.com/watch?v=LSz9LJ7oRiE.
The development of SAP Integrated Business Planning is fueled by various customer engagements and the collaboration between several teams in different locations.
You will be a member of an inspired team focusing on the development of the main planning UI of IBP, the Excel-based user interface that is used across all IBP applications like IBP for S&OP, IBP for Demand, IBP for Inventory Optimization and IBP Supply and Response Management. The main technologies used is C# in Microsoft .NET-environment. Changing technologies and system environments require your flexibility. Teamwork and the collaboration with others is part of your daily business.

Watch the Video to learn more about SAP IBP: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LSz9LJ7oRiE
EXPECTATIONS AND TASKS

Your development tasks within a scrum team
* Understand the business requirements and translate them to concepts and designs
* Design, implement, test and maintain solutions within SAP IBP using the latest technologies
* Take responsibility and ensure completion of assigned tasks on time and with high quality
* Apply agile software engineering methods in a dynamic development environment
* Support quality activities, like test driven development and the creation of automated tests

We expect
* A team player with the ability to work well with other team members across different locations
* A solution-oriented attitude in a highly innovative and dynamic work environment
* Eagerness to tackle challenging tasks

EDUCATION AND QUALIFICATIONS / SKILLS AND COMPETENCIES

Required skills
* Bachelor or master degree in computer science, natural science, business administration or a related discipline
* Programming skills in C# and .Net
* Constructive and open-minded style of communication across teams
* Flexibility and ability to adapt quickly to new tasks and challenges
* Fluent in verbal and written English and German

Preferred skills
* Programming skills in C#
* Experience in WPF (Windows Presentation Foundation)
* Knowledge of Agile Software Engineering methods
* Experience in software quality assurance

WORK EXPERIENCE
* Entry level
* 0 - 2 years
* Graduates welcome!

SAP'S DIVERSITY COMMITMENT

To harness the power of innovation, SAP invests in the development of its diverse employees. We aspire to leverage the qualities and appreciate the unique competencies that each person brings to the company.

SAP is committed to the principles of Equal Employment Opportunity and to providing reasonable accommodations to applicants with physical, sensory and/or mental disabilities. If you are interested in applying for employment with SAP and are in need of accommodation or special assistance to navigate our website or to complete your application, please contact us at Careers.Germany@sap.com. Requests for reasonable accommodation will be considered on a case-by-case basis.

Additional Locations:

Required profile :
(Associate) Developer for SAP Integrated Business Planning (IBP) Job

To apply: http://apply.multiposting.fr/jobs/4698/17670142